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Abstract. We investigate the late Paleocene/early Eocene
(PE) climate using the coupled atmosphere-ocean-sea ice
model ECHAM5/MPI-OM. The surface in our PE control
simulation is on average 297 K warm and ice-free, despite a
moderate atmospheric CO2 concentration of 560 ppm. Com-
pared to a pre-industrial reference simulation (PR), low lati-
tudes are 5 to 8 K warmer, while high latitudes are up to 40 K
warmer. This high-latitude amplification is in line with proxy
data, yet a comparison to sea surface temperature proxy data
suggests that the Arctic surface temperatures are still too low
in our PE simulation.

To identify the mechanisms that cause the PE-PR surface
temperature differences, we fit two simple energy balance
models to the ECHAM5/MPI-OM results. We find that about
2/3 of the PE-PR global mean surface temperature difference
are caused by a smaller clear sky emissivity due to higher at-
mospheric CO2 and water vapour concentrations in PE com-
pared to PR; 1/3 is due to a smaller planetary albedo. The
reduction of the pole-to-equator temperature gradient in PE
compared to PR is due to (1) the large high-latitude effect
of the higher CO2 and water vapour concentrations in PE
compared to PR, (2) the lower Antarctic orography, (3) the
smaller surface albedo at high latitudes, and (4) longwave
cloud radiative effects. Our results support the hypothesis
that local radiative effects rather than increased meridional
heat transports were responsible for the “equable” PE cli-
mate.

1 Introduction

Simulating warm periods in Earth history is a major chal-
lenge in climate research. The very warm climates during the
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late Cretaceous to early Paleogene (about 100 to 35 million
years ago) seem especially problematic, since model results
are not consistent with paleo-reconstructions of low pole-
to-equator temperature gradients and reduced seasonalities
on high-latitude continents. In this study, we aim at re-
ducing this gap between modelling and proxy data for the
late Paleocene/early Eocene (PE), about 55 million years
ago. To this end, we set up a PE version of the coupled
atmosphere-ocean-sea ice general circulation model (GCM)
ECHAM5/MPI-OM. Using simple energy balance models as
diagnostic tools, we quantify the mechanisms that lead to the
warm climate in our PE GCM.

Evidence for the warm PE climate is provided by a wide
range of proxies. Sea surface temperatures (SSTs) inferred
from oxygen isotopes, Mg/Ca ratios, and biomarkers sug-
gest that the tropics were moderately warmer than at present,
while high latitudes and especially Arctic temperatures were
much warmer (e.g.,Thomas et al., 2002; Tripati and Elder-
field, 2004; Zachos et al., 2003, 2006; Sluijs et al., 2006).
Estes and Hutchinson(1980) found warm-climate proxies
such as salamanders, lizards, snakes, turtles, and an alliga-
tor on the Canadian Archipelago (see alsoMarkwick, 1994,
1998). Greenwood and Scott(1995) inferred from the ex-
istence of high-latitude palm trees that a large part of the
Earth surface, including continental interiors, had climates
with winter temperatures much higher than today.

Climate models, employing large greenhouse gas concen-
trations, have been able to reproduce the high mean temper-
ature of the PE. However, it has long been noticed that they
fail to match the low pole-to-equator temperature gradient
(Barron, 1987; Sloan and Barron, 1990; Huber and Sloan,
2001; Shellito et al., 2003, 2009). Note that, whenBarron
(1987) discussed the low pole-to-equator temperature gradi-
ent problem, it was believed that tropical SSTs during the
PE were even lower than at present (e.g.,Shackleton and
Boersma, 1981). This ledBarron(1987) to the conclusion
that “the Eocene polar warmth could be explained by an
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energy redistribution, a more efficient poleward heat trans-
port, and external factors would be not required”. Ever since,
tropical temperature reconstructions have been adjusted to-
wards warmer conditions (e.g.,Sexton et al., 2006). If very
high tropical temperatures are confirmed by further proxy
analyses, the mismatch between models and proxy data may
be reduced further (Huber, 2008).

Taking the warm poles, relatively cold tropics, and re-
duced seasonality inferred from proxy-data at face value, it
has been suggested that the climate models lack one or more
mechanisms that lead to such a so-called “equable” climate.
Increased ocean heat transport has often been invoked to ex-
plain the problematic warm poles (e.g.,Covey and Barron,
1988). Sloan et al.(1995) estimated that a 30% increase
in poleward heat transport would be required to maintain
Eocene high-latitude temperatures.Huber and Sloan(2001)
revisited the hypothesis of increased oceanic heat transport,
and simulated the Eocene with a fully coupled atmosphere-
ocean-sea ice GCM, the Climate System Model (CSM) ver-
sion 1.4 developed at the National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR). Their Eocene model solution showed a
near-modern meridional temperature gradient, and a near-
modern oceanic heat transport. They concluded that the the-
ory of increased ocean heat transport for maintaining low
temperature gradients was incorrect or incomplete.Shel-
lito et al. (2009), however, suggested that an open Bering
Strait may have contributed to the warm Arctic surface dur-
ing the early Eocene. Other hypotheses draw on local ra-
diative changes rather than heat transport.Sloan and Pol-
lard (1998) suggested that, given high atmospheric methane
concentrations, polar stratospheric clouds might contribute
to a high-latitude warming.Kump and Pollard(2008) found
that increased cloud droplet radii and precipitation efficiency
could cause an additional warming and high-latitude ampli-
fication. They argued that this change of the cloud properties
could have been a response to a reduced global primary pro-
duction by temperature stress, causing a reduction in cloud
condensation nuclei concentration.Abbot and Tziperman
(2008) suggested another mechanism related to clouds. They
argued that deep convection during winter in ice-free high-
latitude oceans might lead to high-latitude warming.

Still, to our knowledge, there is no PE model solution
consistent with the geologic record. Modelling the PE re-
mains a major challenge in climate research. We aim at test-
ing whether the model-proxy data mismatch persists in a PE
setup of the state-of-the-art coupled model ECHAM5/MPI-
OM.

The boundary between the Paleocene and the Eocene
is marked by an extraordinary, short-lived global warming
event known as the Paleocene/Eocene Thermal Maximum
(PETM), also named Late Paleocene Thermal Maximum
(LPTM) or Eocene Thermal Maximum 1 (ETM1). This
event is associated with a massive increase of atmospheric
greenhouse gas concentrations (e.g.,Dickens et al., 1995),
and is frequently assumed to be an analogue for future green-

house warming scenarios (e.g.,Alley et al., 2002). Note that
we aim at modelling the already warm background climate
during the PE, not the PETM itself.

To better understand the processes that lead to the warm
PE climate in our model, we compare the PE simulation to a
pre-industrial reference simulation (PR). We briefly analyse
the atmospheric and oceanic meridional heat transports in the
PE model solution compared to PR. However, this study fo-
cuses on understanding the radiative effects responsible for
the warm PE climate. Using two simple energy balance mod-
els, we assign the simulated warming of the PE climate com-
pared to the PR climate to greenhouse gas forcing, albedo
changes, cloud feedback processes, orographic effects, and
orbital changes.

The paper is organised as follows. In Sect.2, we describe
the atmosphere-ocean-sea ice GCM ECHAM5/MPI-OM, fo-
cussing on the settings specific to the PE. In Sect.3, we de-
scribe the simulated PE climate, briefly compare it to the ge-
ologic record, and highlight differences compared to PR. In
Sect.4, we introduce the simple EBMs as diagnostic tools,
and analyse the different mechanisms that lead to the warm
PE climate in our simulation. In Sect.5, we present a discus-
sion and conclusions.

2 Model setup

Our model ECHAM5/MPI-OM is based on the tropospheric
model ECHAM5 resolving the atmosphere up to 10 hPa, the
ocean-sea ice model MPI-OM, and the OASIS coupler. In the
following section, we describe the basic model properties,
boundary conditions, and parameter choices we use in the
PE model setup.

2.1 Atmosphere general circulation model

The atmosphere general circulation model ECHAM5 (here:
version 5.3,Roeckner et al., 2003) has been developed from
the operational forecast model of the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) and a param-
eterisation package developed in Hamburg. ECHAM5 has
a spectral dynamical core that solves the equations for vor-
ticity, divergence, temperature and the logarithm of surface
pressure in terms of spherical harmonics with a triangular
truncation. Transport of water vapour, cloud liquid water,
and cloud ice is computed on a Gaussian grid, using a flux-
form semi-Lagrangian scheme (Lin and Rood, 1996). We use
the spectral truncation T31, which corresponds to a Gaussian
grid with a gridpoint spacing of approximately 3.75◦.

The shortwave radiation scheme (Fouquart and Bonnel,
1980) has four spectral bands, one for visible and ultravi-
olet, and three for the near infrared. The scheme includes
Rayleigh scattering, absorption by water vapour, ozone (O3),
carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide
(N2O). Water vapour is a prognostic variable. Ozone is
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interpolated in time from a monthly zonal mean climatology
(Fortuin and Kelder, 1998). Carbon dioxide, methane and
nitrous oxide are assumed to be uniformly mixed. Carbon
dioxide estimates for the PE range from 300 ppm to more
than 2000 ppm before the PETM, and even higher concen-
trations during the PETM (Pearson and Palmer, 2000; Royer
et al., 2001). Since we aim at simulating the PE background
climate, we use a relatively low carbon dioxide concentration
of 560 ppm, which is twice the pre-industrial value. There
is no proxy available for methane nor for nitrous oxide. For
simplicity, methane and nitrous oxide are set to pre-industrial
values (concentrations given in Table1).

Longwave radiation is computed in the Rapid Radiative
Transfer Model (RRTM) developed byMlawer et al.(1997).
The RRTM scheme computes fluxes in the spectral range
10 cm−1 to 3000 cm−1. The computation is organised in 16
spectral bands and includes line absorption by water, car-
bon dioxide, ozone, methane, nitrous oxide, and aerosols.
Aerosol distributions are prescribed followingTanŕe et al.
(1984).

The cloud scheme consists of prognostic equations for wa-
ter vapour, liquid and solid water, and bulk cloud micro-
physics. Cloud cover is computed diagnostically from rel-
ative humidity followingLohmann and Roeckner(1996).

We interpolate the orography from a 55 Ma
2◦

×2◦geography reconstructed byBice and Marotzke
(2001) (Fig. 1a). The standard version of ECHAM5 utilises
a parameterisation developed byLott and Miller (1997) to
account for interactions between subgrid-scale orography
(SSO) and the atmospheric flow. This SSO parameterisation
needs the standard deviation, anisotropy, slope, orientation,
minimum, maximum, and mean elevation of the orography
for each gridpoint. Since we do not have that information
for the PE, we switch the SSO parameterisation off.

For simplicity, we prescribe a globally homogeneous veg-
etation (parameters given in Table1), which is characterised
by a lower albedo compared to the pre-industrial average, a
slightly larger leaf area index, and a larger forest fraction,
consistent with a larger fraction of high-latitude, and dark,
tropical forests (seeUtescher and Mosbrugger, 2007, for an
Eocene vegetation reconstruction). The leaf area index does
not vary seasonally in the PE setup. We prescribe a surface
roughness length that resembles the pre-industrial average
over land. The soil and vegetation parameter settings are
akin a present-day, woody savanna during its growing season
(Hagemann et al., 1999; Hagemann, 2002). We prescribe no
glaciers, which is consistent with paleo-reconstructions (Za-
chos et al., 2001; Sluijs et al., 2006).

River runoff is treated interactively in the atmosphere
model, and the respective fresh water flux is passed to the
ocean as part of the atmospheric freshwater flux field. In our
PE setup, we assume that rivers flow along the surface geopo-
tential height gradient but overleap valleys such that no lakes
are formed.

Orbital parameters in our PE simulation are set to constant
values (see Table1). The longitude of perihelion, the obliq-
uity, and the eccentricity as computed byLaskar et al.(2004)
vary on timescales much shorter than the length of the PE
period (Fig.2). Moreover,Laskar et al.(2004) reported that
their simulation of the orbital parameters becomes uncertain
for more than 40 to 50 Ma ago. We select a longitude of per-
ihelion such that the Northern Hemisphere winter occurs in
the aphelion (almost like today). The present-day obliquity
and eccentricity are rather extreme values. For the PE, we
select an obliquity and an eccentricity closer to the temporal
average of the solution byLaskar et al.(2004, see Fig.2).

2.2 Ocean-sea ice general circulation model

The Max-Planck-Institute Ocean Model (MPI-OM, here:
version 1.2.0) is a z-coordinate global GCM based on the
primitive equations for a hydrostatic Boussinesq fluid with
a free surface (Marsland et al., 2003). Scalar and vector
variables are formulated on an orthogonal curvilinear C-grid
(Arakawa and Lamb, 1977). Along-isopycnal diffusion is
implemented followingGriffies (1998). Horizontal tracer
mixing by unresolved eddies is parameterised followingGent
et al.(1995). For the vertical eddy viscosity and diffusion the
Richardson-number dependent scheme ofPacanowski and
Philander(1981) is applied. Since the Pacanowski-Philander
(PP) scheme in its classical form underestimates the turbu-
lent mixing close to the surface, an additional wind mixing
parameterisation is included. In the presence of static in-
stability, convective overturning is parameterised by greatly
enhanced vertical diffusion. A bottom boundary layer slope
convection scheme allows for an improved representation of
the flow of statically unstable dense water over sills. The ef-
fect of ocean currents on surface wind stress is accounted
for following Luo et al. (2005). The embedded sea ice
model consists of sea ice dynamics followingHibler (1979)
and zero-dimensional thermodynamics followingSemtner
(1976). For more details on MPI-OM and the embedded
sea ice model seeMarsland et al.(2003) andJungclaus et al.
(2006).

To apply MPI-OM to the PE, we include the PE
bathymetry and generate an appropriate model grid. As for
the orography in the atmospheric model, we interpolate the
bathymetry from the reconstruction byBice and Marotzke
(2001). The MPI-OM grid structure allows for an arbitrary
placement of the grid poles; we generate a grid with a grid-
North Pole on Paleo-Asia and a grid-South Pole on Paleo-
South America (Fig.1b). This model grid has several ad-
vantages. Positioning the grid-poles over land removes the
numerical singularities associated with the convergence of
meridians at the geographical poles. Positioning the grid-
poles onwide landmasses allows us to reduce the total num-
ber of gridpoints. Moreover, this setup yields a higher res-
olution of many small but important seaways (e.g., open
North Atlantic, Central American Seaway, Tethys Seaway,
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Fig. 1. (a) PE orography interpolated on the Gaussian grid that corresponds to the T31 spectral
truncation; displayed orography not spectrally filtered. (b) PE bathymetry as used in MPI-OM.
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Fig. 2. (a)Eccentricity,(b) obliquity, and(c) longitude of perihelion as computed byLaskar et al.(2004) (thin grey line), constant values
as used for the PE setup (heavy black), and pre-industrial values (heavy black, dashed; for the year 2000 AD according toBerger, 1978, see
also Table1).

India-Eurasia gateway;Bice and Marotzke, 2002). The grid
spacing varies between 70 km around South America and
430 km in the Pacific. We use 40 levels in the vertical, of
which 9 levels are in the uppermost 100 m and 18 levels in
the uppermost 500 m.

2.3 Spinup

To approach the equilibrium PE climate state, we run the
model for 2500 years. The atmosphere and the ocean are
initialised at rest. The ocean is initialised at a potential
temperature of 283 K, and a salinity of 34.3 psu, which is
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Table 1. ECHAM5 input parameters as used in the PE model setup compared to those in the pre-industrial reference run (PR); FAO
determines volumetric heat capacity and thermal diffusivity of soil; note that, while the PE land surface is homogeneous, the land surface
parameters for PR are spatially variable; the PR values given here are mean values. The pre-industrial orbital parameters are given for the
year 2000 AD according toBerger(1978) while, actually, the orbital parameters in PR vary temporally according to VSOP87 (Variations
Séculaire des Orbites Planétaires,Bretagnon and Francou, 1988).

parameter PE PR

carbon dioxide concentration (pCO2) 560 ppm 278 ppm
methane concentration (pCH4) 0.8 ppm 0.65 ppm
nitrous oxide concentration (pN2O) 0.288 ppm 0.27 ppm

total solar irradiance (S0) 1367 W m−2 1367 W m−2

eccentricity of the Earth’s orbit 0.0300 0.0167
obliquity or inclination of the Earth’s axis 23.25o 23.44o

longitude of perihelion 270o 283o

land surface background albedo 0.16 0.25
sea surface albedo 0.07 0.07
vegetation ratio 0.6 0.4
leaf area index (LAI) 2.3 2.2
forest fraction 0.40 0.26
maximum field capacity of soil (single bucket water height) 1.2 m 0.6 m
FAO soil data flag (1∼sand, 3∼mud, 5∼clay) 3 2.6
surface roughness length over land 1.6 m 1.6 m

approximately the salinity we would get in the present-day
ocean if all glaciers melted completely. The atmosphere ap-
proaches its equilibrium after some 150 years, whereas in
most ocean basins the transient phase lasts for about 1000
years. After 1000 years, the globally averaged temperatures
even at the deepest levels only increase by less than 0.3 K per
1000 years (Fig.3a).

The Arctic deep ocean takes especially long to equilibrate,
since it is only connected to the other basins via shallow sills.
Moreover, the Arctic is stratified due to fresh surface wa-
ter that inhibits vertical mixing. After 2000 years, the Arctic
deep ocean is 281 to 283 K warm and still warming by more
than 1 K per 1000 years (Fig.3b). The Arctic SST hardly
shows a warming trend, despite the deep ocean warming.

2.4 Pre-industrial reference simulation

In this study, we compare the PE simulation to a 2200 year
long ECHAM5/MPI-OM simulation with pre-industrial
boundary conditions that has been initialised from Levi-
tus data. We refer to this pre-industrial reference simula-
tion as PR. The pre-industrial boundary conditions include
the bathymetry, orography, greenhouse gas concentrations,
soil and vegetation properties, and orbital parameters (Ta-
ble 1). The pre-industrial boundary conditions also include
the subgrid-scale orographic information; the SSO parame-
terisation in PR is switched on, while it is switched off in
PE. Moreover, PR uses a modified physical parameterisation
of friction and diffusion to improve the representation of the
El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO, seeJungclaus et al.,

2006), while PE uses the standard MPI-OM parameter set-
tings as specified byMarsland et al.(2003). While the orbital
parameters in PE are constant, the parameters in PR vary
temporally according to VSOP87 (Variations Séculaire des
Orbites Plańetaires,Bretagnon and Francou, 1988, the first
year of PR is 800 AD, the last year is 2999 AD). The philos-
ophy behind this approach is to compare the PE simulation
to an as good as possible representation of the pre-industrial
climate.

An alternative approach to set up a pre-industrial reference
would be to degrade the pre-industrial boundary conditions
to the level of accuracy available for the PE (see, e.g.,Hu-
ber et al., 2003), which would worsen the representation of
the pre-industrial climate. Such a degradation would also
include to switch off the SSO parameterisation. To test the
effect of the SSO parameterisation, and to ensure that neither
the ENSO-tuning nor the dynamic orbital parameters have
a major effect on the pre-industrial climate, we perform a
400 year long pre-industrial sensitivity run. This sensitivity
run (PR′) restarts from PR, it does not use the SSO parame-
terisation nor the ENSO-tuning, and it uses constant orbital
parameters as specified in Table1. Moreover, it uses the
PE concentrations of nitrous oxide and methane (Table1),
and a carbon dioxide concentration of 280 ppm (instead of
278 ppm). Hence, the difference between PE and PR′ is the
land-sea mask and topography, the vegetation, the (now con-
stant as in PE) orbital forcing, and the (now exactly) dou-
bledpCO2. We find that the differences in the model setup
between PR and PR′ lead to a global warming of approxi-
mately 0.8 K in PR′ compared to PR. The warming is largest
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Fig. 3. Hovmöller diagram of the potential temperature in the PE simulation (50 year running mean)(a) averaged globally, and(b) averaged
over the Arctic ocean.

at northern high latitudes, where it reaches up to 3 K. How-
ever, the differences between PR and PR′ remain small com-
pared to the differences between PE and PR. Using PR′ in-
stead of PR would lead to a small modification of some quan-
titative results, but the general results and conclusions of this
work are not affected.

3 Simulated Paleocene/Eocene climate

The aim of this section is to describe the simulated PE cli-
mate, to briefly compare it to proxy data, and to identify the
main differences between PE and PR.

3.1 Surface temperature

The simulated PE Earth’s surface is on average 297 K warm
and basically ice-free. There is one small area in the Wed-
dell Sea, and one small area north of proto-Greenland that do
have a little bit of sea ice in a few, exceptionally cold winters.
The sea ice fraction in these areas amounts to less than 0.1%
with a sea ice thickness of less than 3 mm.

The highest annual mean surface temperatures of 313 to
314 K occur in low altitude areas of South Asia, some areas
in central South America, and Africa (Fig.4). During local
summers, surface temperatures reach up to 325 K in South
Asia, 322 K in central South America, and 318 K in North
Africa (temperatures are 200 year means of the warmest
month).

The lowest annual mean surface temperatures of about
270 K occur over the Antarctic continent. Antarctic sum-
mer surface temperatures are around 295 K even at the cold-
est places. In the Northern Hemisphere, the lowest surface
temperature of 271 K occurs in the Rocky Mountains, where
monthly means vary between 261 K and 285 K. The Arctic
has the coldest summers on the PE globe; the warmest Arc-
tic monthly mean SSTs only reach about 280 K.

Local winter snow depths reach 1.2 m in the Rocky Moun-
tains, 40 cm in Greenland, 30 cm on the Antarctic continent,
and 20 cm in Siberia. During local summers all the snow
melts away, there is no long-term snow accumulation.

3.2 Comparison to proxy data

We compare the simulated surface temperatures to proxy
data from the period preceding the PETM (Figs.4 and5a).
Most SST reconstructions are within the simulated seasonal
variability of the zonal means.

One reconstruction differs very much from the simulated
zonal mean SST:Sluijs et al.(2006) inferred Arctic SSTs
of about 291 K from the biomarker TEX86. However,Sluijs
et al.(2006) argue that the reconstruction may be skewed to
summer SSTs. The simulated monthly mean Arctic SSTs
vary between 276 and 280 K. Thus the simulated Arctic sur-
face is 11 to 13 K colder than inferred bySluijs et al.(2006).

Note that annual mean sea surface temperatures in the
proto Labrador Sea, which is close to the lower vertebrate
findings of Estes and Hutchinson(1980), amount to about
290 K. According toMarkwick (1998), the minimum thermal
limit for crocodiles is a coldest-month mean temperature of
278.7 K. While the coldest-month Labrador Sea surface tem-
perature amounts to more than 285 K, the coldest-month land
surface temperatures in the vicinity of the Labrador Sea fall
just below 270 K. North American continental temperatures
east of the Rocky Mountains amount to more than 285 K,
and monthly means are above freezing all year round south
of 55◦ N in that area. This relatively warm continental area
matches the area whereMarkwick (1994) found most fossil
crocodiles (Fig.4).

3.3 PE-PR temperature differences

The PE surface is on average 9.4 K warmer than the PR sur-
face (Table2). We find a large high-latitude amplification
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Fig. 4. Annual mean PE surface temperature (200 year mean) and comparison to proxy data. The black dots indicate SST estimates from
proxy data for the pre-PETM published by 1)Thomas et al.(2002) based onδ18O, 2) and 4)Tripati and Elderfield(2004) based on Mg/Ca
ratios assuming the Mg/Ca ratio of seawater to be 5.15 mmol/mol, 3)Pearson et al.(2007) based onδ18O, 5) Zachos et al.(2003) based
on TEX86, 6) Zachos et al.(2006) based on TEX86, 7) Sluijs et al.(2006) based on TEX86. The dashed grey line is the 278.7 K-isoline of
the simulated minimum monthly mean surface temperature (’crocodilian-survival-line’;Markwick, 1998); green dashes indicate the Eocene
North American crocodilian distribution taken fromMarkwick (1994).

of this warming (Fig.5b). The low-latitude zonal mean PE
surface temperatures are about 5 to 8 K warmer than in PR,
while northern high latitudes are warmer by up to 20 K, and
southern high latitudes are warmer by up to 40 K. The SST
PE-PR differences are smallest in the South Atlantic and
North and South Pacific subtropical gyres at about±15◦ N.
The PE zonal mean SSTs are about 5 K higher at low lati-
tudes, about 10 K higher in the Southern Ocean, and up to
12 K higher at 45◦ N.

While the surface temperature PE-PR difference increases
towards higher latitudes, the SST PE-PR difference north of
50◦ N decreases towards the North Pole. This difference oc-
curs because the SSTs in PR cannot fall below the freezing
point of sea water. Over land, the surface temperature as de-
fined in ECHAM5 is computed from the energy balance at
the land surface-atmosphere interface. It is not identical but
close to the 2 m air temperature. Over water, the surface tem-
perature in ECHAM5 is identical to the SST, which in MPI-
OM is the mean temperature of the uppermost, 12 m thick
level. In the presence of sea ice, the surface temperature is
defined as the temperature at the sea ice-atmosphere inter-
face. Note that PE is basically sea ice free (Sect.3.1), while
PR has sea ice both in the northern and in the Southern Hemi-
sphere. At least 80% of the PR Arctic ocean remain sea-ice
covered all year round, the average sea ice thickness amounts
to about 3 m. During the Northern Hemisphere winter, the
sea ice extends to about 50◦ N. The Antarctic sea ice border
in the Southern Hemisphere winter reaches about 65◦ S, most
of the Antarctic sea ice is less than 1 m thick.

3.4 Differences in the hydrological cycle

Compared to PR, the PE hydrological cycle is intensified by
about 25% (Fig.6). Convective precipitation is higher by
about 0.3 m per year (20 to 30%) at low latitudes between
±10◦ N. Also, convective precipitation is higher by about
0.2 m per year at latitudes higher than 30◦, which is remark-
able since there is hardly any convective precipitation at high
latitudes in PR. This is consistent with the hypothesis that
convective clouds cause high-latitude warming in PE (Abbot
and Tziperman, 2008). The PE peak large-scale precipita-
tion is higher than in PR by more than 0.2 m per year, and it
is shifted to higher latitudes. Snowfall is reduced and occurs
at higher latitudes only. Evaporation is enhanced by−0.2
to −0.4 m per year with the largest absolute changes in the
Northern Hemisphere low latitudes, and the largest relative
changes at the poles.

3.5 Meridional heat transport

The total PE and PR atmospheric heat transports are fairly
symmetric about the equator, with maximum poleward trans-
ports of about 5.3 PW (1 PW=1015 W) at ±40◦ N. We find
that the meridional transport of latent heat is increased
in PE compared to PR, especially the poleward transports
around±45◦ N, and the equatorward transport in the north-
ern Hadley cell (around 15◦ N). The meridional transports
of dry static energy reduce such that the total atmospheric
heat transport in PE and PR hardly differ from each other
(Fig. 7a).

The maximum northward oceanic heat transport in PE is
about 0.5 PW smaller than in PR. We find that most of this
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Fig. 5. (a)Zonal mean annual mean sea surface temperature (SST)
in PE (solid), and in PR (dashed); the shading indicates the sea-
sonal variability of the 200-year climatology (differences between
the warmest and coldest months); blue circles are SST estimates
from proxy data for the pre-PETM published by 1)Thomas et al.
(2002) based onδ18O, 2) and 4)Tripati and Elderfield(2004)
based on Mg/Ca ratios assuming the Mg/Ca ratio of seawater to
be 5.15 mmol/mol, 3)Pearson et al.(2007) based onδ18O, 5) Za-
chos et al.(2003) based on TEX86, 6) Zachos et al.(2006) based on
TEX86, 7) Sluijs et al.(2006) based on TEX86; the black crosses
indicate the simulated SSTs at the paleo-locations of the reconstruc-
tions. (b) Annual mean temperature differences between PE and PR
for the total surface (heavy, black), the dry potential temperature at
the global mean surface pressure of 985.5 hPa (grey), only land sur-
face (green), and only sea surface (blue). The horizontal scale is
such that the spacing between the latitudes is proportional to the
area of the Earth’s surface between them, i.e., is linear in the sine of
the latitude.

difference is due to a decreased heat transport by the merid-
ional overturning circulation (MOC, see Fig.7b). However,
the poleward oceanic gyre heat transport across 45◦ N is also
reduced by almost 0.4 PW in PE compared to PR. We will
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Fig. 6. (a) Zonal mean convective precipitation (red), large scale
precipitation (dark blue), and snowfall (grey);(b) zonal mean evap-
oration; both precipitation and evaporation are diagnosed from the
last 200 years of PE (solid) and PR (dashed). The horizontal scale
is linear in the sine of the latitude.

estimate the effect of the PE-PR heat transport differences
on the PE-PR zonal mean surface temperature difference in
Sect.4.2.

4 Analysis of mechanisms causing PE-PR differences

The aim of this section is to isolate and quantify the most
important mechanisms that lead to the surface temperature
differences between PE and PR.

4.1 Zero-dimensional energy balance model

The Earth’s surface in PE is on average 9.4 K warmer than
in PR (Table2). To better understand this large difference
in surface temperature, we first compare the planetary albe-
dos and the effective longwave emissivities in PE to those in
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Table 2. Some key global mean climate parameters; whileτs is the global mean surface temperature as diagnosed from the GCM,τs,ebm is
the EBM derived surface temperature (see Eq.1) using the GCM diagnosed planetary albedoα and effective longwave emissivityε, τs,ebm,c

is computed from the clear sky valuesαc andεc.

parameter PE PR

surface temperatureτs 297.0 K 287.6 K
mean surface pressure 985.5 hPa 985.5 hPa
mean sea level pressure (SLP) 1001 hPa 1012 hPa
potential temperature at SLP 298.4 K 289.9 K
planetary albedoα 0.292 0.318
clear sky planetary albedoαc 0.133 0.173
surface albedoαs 0.094 0.137
effective emissivityε 0.541 0.585
clear sky effective emissivityεc 0.608 0.658
surface temperatureτs,ebm (0-D) 298.0 289.5
surface temperatureτs,ebm (1-D) 297.2 287.9
surface temperatureτs,ebm,c (0-D) 304.9 295.7
longwave cloud radiative forcing (CRF) 29.6 Wm−2 28.8 Wm−2

upward longwave radiation at the surfaceLW
↑
s −445 W m−2

−395 Wm−2

shortwave CRF −54.3 Wm−2
−49.6 Wm−2

total cloud cover 0.576 0.617
vertically integrated water vapour 45.3 kg m−2 25.5 kg m−2

spectrally filtered surface height h 141 m 231 m

PR. The PE planetary albedo is smaller by 0.026 (Table2);
less shortwave radiation is reflected by the atmosphere. This
causes PE to be warmer than PR. The PE effective longwave
emissivity is smaller by 0.044; the fraction of the longwave
radiation emitted at the surface and leaving the top of the at-
mosphere is reduced. This also causes PE to be warmer than
PR.

To quantify these effects, we apply a zero-dimensional (0-
D) energy balance model (EBM) that equates the incoming
shortwave radiation and outgoing longwave radiation for a
grey atmosphere:

S0

4
(1−α) = εστ4

s,ebm (1)

where τs,ebm is the surface temperature predicted by the
0-D EBM, S0 = 1367 Wm−2 the total solar irradiance, and
σ = 5.67·10−8 Wm−2 K−4 the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.
The factor 1/4 accounts for the difference between the area
of the circular Earth profile in the sunshine, and the area of
the spherical Earth. We derive the planetary albedoα and the
effective longwave emissivityε from the globally averaged
radiative fluxes in our coupled GCM

α =
SW

↑

t

SW
↓

t

, ε =
LW

↑

t

LW
↑
s

(2)

whereSW
↑

t andSW
↓

t are the upward and downward short-
wave fluxes at the top of the atmosphere, andLW

↑

t andLW
↑
s

are the upward longwave fluxes at the top of the atmosphere
and the surface, respectively (Smith et al., 2006).

The 0-D EBM (1), fed with these albedos and emissivities,
yields surface temperatures of 298.0 K and 289.5 K for the
PE and PR simulations, respectively (Table2). These tem-
peratures are off the general circulation model (GCM) tem-
peratures by less than 2 K. The mismatch between the global
mean surface temperatures from the 0-D EBM and those di-
agnosed from the GCM mostly arises from the meridional
averaging of the albedo and the emissivity (this will become
clear in Sect.4.2). Still, the 0-D EBM temperature difference
of about 8.5 K compares relatively well to the 9.4 K temper-
ature difference in the GCM. According to the 0-D EBM,
about 5.7 K of the warming are due to the reduced emissivity
of longwave radiation, and about 2.8 K are due to the reduced
planetary albedo (Fig.8).

The PE-PR planetary albedo difference is a conse-
quence of the smaller PEsurface albedo especially at
high latitudes, and due to cloud effects in the subtropics
(Fig. 9 and Sect.4.3). Notice that clouds at high latitudes
diminish the effect of the PE-PR surface albedo difference
(Sect.4.3). The large zonal mean PE-PR surface albedo dif-
ferences at high latitudes is in part caused by our assump-
tion that there are no glaciers in PE. The other main factor
is that PE, in contrast to PR, is basically sea ice free. More-
over, there is less high-latitude snowfall in PE compared to
PR (Sect.3.1).
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Fig. 7. (a)Zonally integrated meridional heat transport in the atmo-
sphere due to the advection of dry air (green), due to the advection
of moisture/latent heat (blue), and the sum (black), for PE (solid)
and PR (dashed), computed from the last 100 years of each run
with 6 hourly instantaneous sampling;(b) zonally integrated merid-
ional ocean heat transport due to the meridional overturning circu-
lation (MOC, blue), due to the gyre circulation (green), and the sum
(black), for PE (solid) and PR (dashed), computed from monthly
means of the last 1000 years of each run. The horizontal scale is
linear in the sine of the latitude.

4.2 One-dimensional energy balance model

To assess the effect of the latitudinal inhomogeneity of the
emissivity, albedo, and heat transport differences between PE
and PR (Figs.7 and9), we extend the 0-D EBM (1) to the
meridional dimension:

SW
↓

t (φ)[1−α(φ)]−
1

2πR2cosφ

∂F(φ)

∂φ
= ε(φ)στ4

s,ebm(φ)(3)

whereφ is the latitude,R the radius of the Earth,SW
↓

t (φ) the
zonal mean downward shortwave radiation at the top of the
atmosphere,α(φ) the zonal mean planetary albedo,ε(φ) the
zonal mean emissivity,F(φ) the total meridional heat trans-
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Fig. 8. Using the EBM to trace back the temperature difference be-
tween PE and PR to albedo and emissivity changes in the GCM;
grey lines are contour lines of the EBM-predicted temperature for
certain emissivities and albedos, contour intervals are 1K; the red
and blue lines are the GCM-diagnosed temperatures for PE and PR,
respectively; the circles are the surface temperatures predicted by
the EBM using the GCM-diagnosed emissivities and albedos; the
black arrow indicates the EBM-predicted PE-PR temperature dif-
ference; the black lines are auxiliary lines to estimate the albedo-
and emissivity-caused temperature difference separately.

port, andτs(φ) the one-dimensional (1-D) EBM-predicted
zonal mean surface temperature.

As in Sect.4.1for the 0-D EBM, we now fit this 1-D EBM
to the GCM simulations PE and PR. To this end, we diagnose
the zonal mean downward top-of-atmosphere shortwave ra-
diation, the emissivity, and the albedo from the GCM simu-
lations PE and PR, respectively. To compute the divergence
of the total meridional heat transport∂

∂φ
F(φ), we diagnose

the net shortwave plus longwave radiative flux at the top of
the atmosphere; in other words, we compute the implied at-
mosphere plus ocean meridional heat transport divergence:

∂F (φ)

∂φ
= −2πR2cosφ(SWnet

t (φ)+LWnet
t (φ)) (4)

where SWnet
t (φ) and LWnet

t (φ) are the zonal mean net
(downward is positive) top-of-atmosphere shortwave and
longwave radiative fluxes, respectively.

We apply these diagnosed emissivities, albedos, and heat
fluxes to the 1-D EBM to compute the zonal mean sur-
face temperaturesτs,ebm(φ) for PE and PR, respectively.
The resulting 1-D EBM-predicted zonal mean PE and
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Fig. 9. (a)Zonal mean planetary (black) and surface (grey) albedo,
for PE (solid) and PR (dashed),(b) effective longwave emissivity
for PE (solid) and PR (dashed), and(c) PE-PR emissivity change
(black) and PE-PR emissivity change due to clouds (grey) diag-
nosed from the difference between the full sky and clear sky emis-
sivities. The horizontal scale is linear in the sine of the latitude.

PR surface temperaturesτs,ebm(φ) are very similar to the
GCM-diagnosed surface temperaturesτs(φ) (Fig. 10a). The
1-D EBM predicts a PE-PR zonal mean surface temperature
difference similar to the GCM-diagnosed PE-PR zonal mean
surface temperature difference (Fig.10b). The meridionally
averaged 1-D EBM surface temperatures for PE and PR are
only about 0.2 K warmer than the respective globally aver-
aged GCM surface temperatures. Since the 1-D EBM fits
very well to the GCM results, the mismatch between the 0-
D EBM and the GCM results as described in Sect.4.1 must
be due to the meridional averaging of the emissivity and the
albedo, and due to the lack of meridional heat transport. The
1-D-EBM-predicted global mean PE-PR surface temperature
difference amounts to 9.3 K, which is very close to the GCM-
predicted PE-PR temperature difference of 9.4 K (Table2).

To isolate the contributions of the PE-PR albedo, emis-
sivity, heat transport, and orbital forcing differences to the
total PE-PR zonal mean surface temperature difference, we
compute the EBM-predicted zonal mean surface temperature
with either the albedo, the emissivity, the heat transport, or
the orbital forcing diagnosed from PE and the other diag-
nostics from PR, and subtract the EBM-predicted PR zonal
mean surface temperature (Fig.10b). According to the 1-D
EBM, 6.2 K (about 2/3) of the total global mean temperature
difference (9.3 K) are due to the PE-PR longwave emissivity
difference, and 2.8 K are due to the PE-PR planetary albedo
difference (about 1/3). This confirms the results of the 0-D
EBM (Sect.4.1). The largest effect of the PE-PR emissiv-
ity difference on the zonal mean surface temperature occurs
at high latitudes (Fig.10b). Note that the PE-PR emissivity
difference – especially in the Antarctic – is linked to surface
elevation differences (Sect.4.4). The effect of the PE-PR
planetary albedo differences on the zonal mean surface tem-
perature exhibits relatively large meridional variations. Ac-
cording to the 1-D EBM, the albedo-reduction due to the re-
moval of the polar ice-caps in PE leads to a local surface
warming of up to 10 K (Fig.10b). Compared to PR, the PE
surface albedo is not only smaller at high latitudes, but also
around 30◦ N (Fig. 9a). This reduced PE albedo is, first, due
to the lack of the bright Sahara, and, second, due to the lack
of the Himalaya with its glaciers and snow cover. Accord-
ing to the 1-D EBM, these surface albedo changes in combi-
nation with changes of the shortwave cloud radiative effect
(CRF) lead to an up to 7.4 K warmer zonal mean PE sur-
face temperature around 30◦ N compared to PR. The smaller
planetary albedo in PE around 30◦ S (Fig.9a) locally causes
an about 4 K warmer surface in PE compared to PR. Because
the PE-PR surface albedo difference at 30◦ S is negligible,
the planetary albedo difference at that latitude is mostly due
to the reduced (negative) shortwave CRF in PE compared to
PR (Sect.4.3). The 1-D EBM also reveals that PE-PR heat
transport differences do have large local effects on the sur-
face temperature, but they hardly affect the average pole-to-
equator temperature gradient (Fig.10b).
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Fig. 10. (a)Zonal mean surface temperatures for PE (solid) and
PR (dashed) as computed with the 1-D EBM (red) and directly di-
agnosed from the GCM (black).(b) Zonal mean PE-PR surface
temperature difference as diagnosed from the GCM (black), and
as computed from the 1-D EBM (red); the blue, green, grey, and
orange lines indicate the temperature differences due to the PE-
PR emissivity difference, the planetary albedo difference, the heat
transport difference, and the orbital forcing difference, respectively,
computed using the 1-D EBM (3).

4.3 Cloud radiative effect

To estimate the effect of clouds in both GCM simulations,
we first apply the 0-D EBM (1). This time, however, we use
theclear skyradiative fluxes to compute the clear sky albedo
αc and clear sky effective longwave emissivityεc

αc =
SW

↑

t,c

SW
↓

t

, εc =
LW

↑

t,c

LW
↑
s

(5)

whereSW
↑

t,c is the upward clear sky shortwave flux, and

LW
↑

t,c is the upward clear sky longwave flux at the top of the

atmosphere. Note that the surface emits longwave radiation
depending on the surface temperature, no matter what the
cloudiness. The clear sky fluxes in ECHAM5 are computed
assuming that there are no clouds; the difference between the
albedos / emissivities computed from the clear sky and full
sky fluxes thus yields the effect of clouds.

We find that clouds cause a 1 K stronger cooling in PE
than in PR (namely 6.5 K compared to 5.5 K, see Fig.11).
The reason for this stronger cooling is that clouds in PE
have a larger effect on the albedo than clouds in PR. The
planetary albedo increase due to clouds amounts to 0.159 in
PE and only 0.145 in PR. By multiplication withS0/4, this
translates into a shortwave CRF of−54.3 Wm−2 in PE com-
pared to−49.6 Wm−2 in PR. Note that this larger negative
shortwave CRF in PE occurs despite a reduced total cloud
cover (Table2). Even though the cloud cover is reduced,
the shortwave effect of the clouds is larger in PE because
the surface is darker. According to the 0-D EBM, the PE
shortwave CRF causes a cooling of 15.0 or 15.5 K, depend-
ing on whether we change the albedo or the emissivity first
(black auxiliary lines in Fig.11are only drawn for emissivity
decrease first). The pre-industrial shortwave CRF causes a
cooling of 13.9 or 14.3 K. The difference of 0.7 to 1.6 K is re-
duced by about 0.2 K due to a larger positive longwave CRF
for PE (29.6 Wm−2 compared to 28.8 Wm−2). This larger
longwave CRF in PE occurs despite a smaller cloud-induced
emissivity change in PE compared to PR, because the abso-
lute amount of longwave radiation emitted from the surface
is much larger in PE than in PR (445 Wm−2 compared to
395 Wm−2, Table2).

Note that the global mean PE-PR emissivity difference due
to cloud cover differences is small only because the larger
emissivity-effect of clouds at high latitudes in PE compared
to PR is compensated by a smaller emissivity-effect of clouds
at low latitudes (grey line in Fig.9c). According to the 1-D
EBM, the larger high-latitude and smaller low-latitude long-
wave CRF in PE compared to PR (Fig.12a) lead to a reduc-
tion of the pole-to-equator temperature gradient by about 5 K
(Fig. 12b).

On the other hand, clouds reduce the effect of the large
high-latitude PE-PR surface albedo difference (Fig.9a). The
negative shortwave CRF at high latitudes in PE is larger than
in PR, which, according to the 1-D EBM, causes the PE high
latitudes to be up to 15 K colder than the PR high latitudes
(Fig. 12b). Even though the surface albedo in the subtropics
especially in the Southern Hemisphere in PE hardly differs
from that in PR, the planetary albedo in the subtropics is sig-
nificantly smaller in PE than in PR (Figure9a). This smaller
subtropical shortwave CRF in PE compared to PR (Fig.12a)
leads to almost 3 K warmer subtropics in PE compared to PR
(Fig. 12b).
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Fig. 11. Using the 0-D EBM (1) to estimate the effect of clouds on the PE-PR temperature difference; grey lines are contour lines of the
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cooling due to clouds in PE and PR, respectively; the black lines are auxiliary lines to decompose the temperature differences into differences
caused by albedo and emissivity; green numbers are emissivity and albedo changes due to clouds and the according cloud radiative forcing.

4.4 Topographic differences

Some of the regional PE-PR surface temperature differences
are caused by topographic height differences. To quantify
this effect, we compare the PE-PR surface temperature dif-
ference to the potential temperature difference. We compute
the potential temperatures at the global mean surface pres-
sure, assuming a dry adiabatic lapse rate of 9.8 K(km)−1.
The largest topographic effects occur in Antarctica, where
the lower PE orography accounts for a zonal mean surface
warming of up to 15 K, and at the latitudes of the present
day Himalaya, where it accounts for a zonal mean surface
warming of about 3 K (compare solid black to grey line in
Fig. 5b). The lower and consequently warmer Antarctic and
Himalayan surface in PE emits more longwave radiation,
while the emitted longwave radiation at the top of the atmo-
sphere does not change under the assumption of a constant
lapse rate. Hence, such a local reduction of the elevation
leads to a reduced longwave emissivity. However, thisdirect
effect on the longwave emissivity is only one consequence of
the topographic differences. The lower and therefore warmer
surface may also be less snow-covered. This positive albedo
effect would lead to an additional warming. Moreover, if the
topographic height is reduced, there is more room for clouds
potentially effecting both the longwave emissivity and the
planetary albedo.

The global mean spectrally averaged surface height in PE
is about 90 m lower than in PR (Table2). The global mean
PE and PR potential temperatures at the respective mean sea
level pressures differ by 0.9 K less than the global mean sur-
face temperatures. However, since the global mean surface
pressure in ECHAM5 is prescribed at 985.5 hPa (the atmo-
sphere does not change its mass), the variation of the global
mean surface height does not influence the global mean sur-
face temperature.

4.5 Greenhouse gas forcing

The total PE-PR emissivity difference is due to topographic
differences (Sect.4.4; only local effects), due to longwave
CRF differences (Sect.4.3; small global effect), and due
to greenhouse gas differences. Subtracting the direct topo-
graphic effect, and the longwave cloud radiative effect from
the total longwave emissivity effect hence yields the green-
house gas effect (Fig.13b, dotted line). According to the
1-D EBM, the global mean PE-PR surface temperature dif-
ference due to greenhouse gas differences amounts to +5.9 K.
Since the atmospheric methane and nitrous oxide concentra-
tions in PE are very similar to those in PR (Table1), the
greenhouse gas effect is mostly due to the doubledpCO2
in PE (Table1), and due to the larger water vapour content
(Fig. 13a). The globally averaged, vertically integrated at-
mospheric water vapour content has almost doubled in PE
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Fig. 12. (a) Zonal mean longwave (grey) and shortwave (black)
cloud radiative forcing (CRF) as diagnosed from PE (solid), and PR
(dashed);(b) zonal mean PE-PR surface temperature differences
due to the PE-PR longwave (grey) and shortwave (black) CRF dif-
ferences, computed from the 1-D EBM (3) using the clear sky and
full sky PE and PR albedos and emissivities. The horizontal scale
is linear in the sine of the latitude.

compared to PR (Table2). While the largest absolute PE-
PR differences occur in the tropics, the largest relative dif-
ferences of the water vapour content occur at high latitudes.
Unfortunately, we cannot diagnose the radiative forcing of
this water vapour increase directly from our GCM setup;
however, we can compute the water vapour effect as a resid-
ual. The doubledpCO2 yields an additional radiative forcing
of about 3.7 Wm−2 (Forster et al., 2007). The temperature
change due to this additional radiative forcing can be com-
puted from

S0

4
(1−α)+3.7Wm−2

≡ εστ ′4
s,ebm (6)
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Fig. 13. (a)Zonal mean vertically integrated water vapour in the
PE simulation (solid) compared to the pre-industrial simulation
(dashed). (b) Zonal mean PE-PR surface temperature difference
due to the total PE-PR emissivity difference (solid black line), due
to the emissivity difference excluding the direct PE-PR topographic
effects (assuming a constant lapse rate, solid grey line), and due to
the emissivity difference excluding the topographic differences and
the differences of the longwave CRF (dotted line). Hence the dot-
ted line represents mostly the effects of water vapour and CO2. The
horizontal scale is linear in the sine of the latitude.

which defines the changed surface temperatureτ ′

s,ebm, and
results in

τ ′

s,ebm −τs,ebm ≈ 1.1K. (7)

We ascribe the residual global mean surface temperature
difference of +4.8 K (total greenhouse gas effect of +5.9 K
minuspCO2-effect of +1.1 K) to the larger PE atmospheric
water vapour content.
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Fig. 14. (a)Seasonal cycle of the difference of the zonal mean incoming shortwave radiation at the top of the atmosphere between PE and
PR; red indicates more incoming radiation in PE, blue indicates less radiation in PE. Contour intervals are 3 Wm−2. The incoming shortwave
radiation in PR is averaged over the last 200 years, i.e. over the years 2800 to 2999 AD.(b) Annual average of the PE-PR incoming shortwave
radiation difference. The horizontal scale is linear in the sine of the latitude.

4.6 Solar and orbital forcing

The choice of the orbital parameters as described in Sect.2
leads to the following changes in PE, compared to PR: less
incoming shortwave radiation in the Northern Hemisphere
in May, June, and July; less incoming radiation in the Arc-
tic spring and autumn; and more radiation mostly during
December and January at low and mid latitudes (Fig.14a).
Integrated over the annual cycle, this amounts to about
0.4 Wm−2 more incoming shortwave radiation at low and
middle latitudes in PE, and about 1 Wm−2 less incoming
shortwave radiation at high latitudes (Fig.14b). This re-
distribution of the incoming shortwave radiation at the top
of the atmosphere, from high latitudes to low latitudes, is
due to the smaller obliquity in PE compared to PR (Fig.2).
According to the 1-D EBM, the PE-PR obliquity difference
leads to a maximum PE-PR temperature difference of about
+0.1 K around 30◦ N, and to a PE-PR temperature difference
of about−0.2 K and less than−0.1 K at the South Pole and
the North Pole, respectively (Fig.10b, orange line). The re-
sulting PE-PR global mean surface temperature difference of
less than +0.03 K due to the PE-PR obliquity difference is
negligible compared to the longwave emissivity and albedo
effects.

From the theory of stellar evolution, it is known that the
Sun has gradually brightened by more than 30% since it set-
tled down to steady nuclear burning of hydrogen roughly
4.5 billion years ago (Endal and Sofia, 1981; Peltier, 2003).
Due to this brightening, the total solar irradiance 55 Ma ago
was up to 0.6% (about 8 Wm−2) smaller than at present. Ac-
cording to the 0-D EBM (1), and given the PE albedos and
emissivities, the temperature change due to such a reduction
of the radiative forcing would amount to less than−0.5 K.

5 Discussion and conclusions

Using the coupled atmosphere-ocean-sea ice general circu-
lation model ECHAM5/MPI-OM, we perform a long, stable
climate simulation for the late Paleocene/early Eocene (PE).
The simulated PE Earth surface is on average 297 K warm
and ice-free. To our knowledge, we have obtained the first
coupled PE simulation with moderate GHG forcing that is
warm enough at high latitudes to keep the poles free from
sea ice, while reasonably matching the lower latitude SST
reconstructions. However, if we take the SST proxy data by
Sluijs et al.(2006) at face value, the simulated Arctic surface
temperature is still too cold.

A possible shortcoming of this study is the assumption of
a globally homogeneous vegetation. Including a more re-
alistic vegetation distribution such as the one reconstructed
by Utescher and Mosbrugger(2007) may, at least regionally,
affect the climate (Sewall et al., 2000). Also, we did not in-
clude lakes in our PE model setup. Including lakes (e.g., the
North American Green River lake system) could lead to a fur-
ther reduction of the seasonality in the continental interiors
(Sloan, 1994).

We find that thetotal atmospheric heat transports in PE
and the pre-industrial reference (PR) are very similar, al-
though the latent heat fraction is larger in PE than in PR.
The total poleward heat transport by the ocean is smaller in
PE compared to PR. We conclude that meridional heat trans-
ports do not contribute to the more equable PE climate in
our simulation (confirming the results ofHuber and Sloan,
2001). A more detailed analysis of the PE ocean circulation
will be subject of a future study.

Compared to PR, the simulated PE Earth surface is on av-
erage 9.4 K warmer. While low latitudes in PE compared
to PR are on average about 5 to 8 K warmer, northern high
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latitudes are warmer by up to 20 K, and southern high lat-
itudes are warmer by up to 40 K. As diagnostic tools to
roughly understand this temperature difference, we fit a 0-
D EBM, and a 1-D EBM to the PE and PR GCM solutions.

According to the EBMs, one third of the PE-PR surface
temperature difference is due to a reduced planetary albedo.
The surface albedo in PE compared to PR is reduced mostly
due to the lack of glaciers, the lack of sea ice, and reduced
snowfall. However, this large high-latitude surface albedo
change is partly compensated by a more negative shortwave
cloud radiative forcing. In that sense, clouds in our PE model
work against the high-latitude amplification of the snow and
ice albedo feedback. Nevertheless, the planetary albedo re-
duction is largest at high latitudes.

Two thirds of the warming are due to a reduction of the
effective longwave emissivity. We find that clouds cause a
significant reduction of the effective longwave emissivity at
high latitudes. This reduction of the emissivity at high lat-
itudes is overcompensated by an increase of the emissivity
due to clouds at lower latitudes. This way (via their effect
on the longwave emissivity), clouds in PE compared to PR
hardly affect the global mean temperature, but they cause a
polar warming and a tropical cooling relative to PR.

The reduced orographic height in the PE setup does not
directly affect the global mean temperature, but it does have
large regional effects. Up to 15 K of the southern high-
latitude PE-PR surface temperature difference are due to the
lower Antarctic surface height in PE. The orographic differ-
ences contribute to the high-latitude amplification of the clear
sky PE-PR emissivity difference. We ascribe the largest frac-
tion of the clear sky emissivity-induced PE-PR surface tem-
perature difference to the water vapour feedback.

As a consequence of the reduced obliquity in our PE setup,
a small amount of incoming shortwave radiation at the top of
the atmosphere is redistributed from high latitudes to low lat-
itudes. The resulting annual mean reduction of the radiative
forcing in PE compared to PR by about 1 Wm−2 at high lat-
itudes leads to a negligible increase of the pole-to-equator
temperature gradient in the PE simulation compared to PR.

The PE simulation presented here is closer to proxy
records than the previously published coupled Eocene
simulations byHuber and Sloan(2001) using the National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Climate System
Model (CSM) version 1.4, and byShellito et al.(2009) us-
ing the NCAR Community Climate System Model (CCSM)
version 3. We cannot ultimately say why this PE simu-
lation is closer to proxy records than the previous simula-
tions. There are many poorly constrained parameters that
may have a large effect on the model solution; greenhouse
gases, land surface, vegetation, and soil parameters are ob-
vious examples. We do not know all of these parameters
from Huber and Sloan(2001) nor fromShellito et al.(2009),
but assuming that the boundary conditions in the previous
CSM1.4 and CCSM3 setups were similar to those we use
here, CSM1.4 and CCSM3 must have a smaller sensitivity

than ECHAM5/MPI-OM with respect to the PE-PR bound-
ary condition differences. This smaller sensitivity with re-
spect to the PE boundary conditions (including thepCO2-
doubling) would be in line with the smaller climate sensi-
tivity to a pCO2-doubling alone of the NCAR models com-
pared to ECHAM5/MPI-OM (Kiehl et al., 2006; Randall
et al., 2007). One way to analyse the differences between
our PE simulation and the previous NCAR Eocene simu-
lations would be to also apply the EBM analysis described
here to the NCAR runs. We speculate that especially the wa-
ter vapour feedback in our simulation is larger than in the
NCAR simulations. An explicit investigation of thepCO2-
sensitivity of our PE model solution will be subject of a fu-
ture study.

Summing up, the warm and equable PE climate as sim-
ulated in ECHAM5/MPI-OM is in part due to the smaller
surface albedo compared to the pre-industrial reference, but
mostly due to a smaller effective longwave emissivity es-
pecially at high latitudes as a consequence of topographic
effects, cloud effects, and increased CO2 and water vapour
concentrations.
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